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If K is a "nite "eld, the &&upper half plane’’ )/K"P1/K!P1(K) shares
some features with the classical complex upper half-plane H or the Drinfeld
upper half-plane )
D3*/
. Therefore, a meaningful theory of "nite modular
forms may be developed, i.e., of rational functions on )/K with the familiar
transformation behavior under GL(2,K) and certain boundary conditions. It
is some &&kindergarten’’ variant of modular forms theory, deprived, of course,
of any kind of analysis, but with some remaining algebraic and combinatorial
subtleties.
The principal motivation comes from Drinfeld modular forms. In the most
simple case (see [1]), Drinfeld modular forms are rigid analytic functions
de"ned on )
D3*/
, a one-dimensional symmetric space over the in"nite com-
pletion of the rational function "eld K(„). In contrast with classical elliptic
modular forms over Q, they may be reduced not only at "nite primes p of
K(„), i.e., at primes p of the polynomial ring K[„], but also at the in"nite
prime &&R.’’ Roughly speaking, our "nite modular forms are the reductions
of Drinfeld modular forms at R; see [2, Sect. 8]. Hence they provide
information about Drinfeld modular forms, notably, about the location of
zeros of Eisenstein series and of other distinguished forms.1The largest part of the present results has been obtained while the author was a guest at the
&&Centre Interuniversitaire de Calcul MatheHmatique AlgeH brique’’ in MontreH al, Canada. He
gratefully acknowledges the hospitality of that institution.
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554 ERNST-ULRICH GEKELERIn the present article, we study "nite modular forms in their own right.
Apart from some fundamental properties (relation with rank-two lattices,
structure, and dimensions of spaces of modular forms, j-invariant, &&Serre
derivative,’’2), which are surprisingly similar to their elliptic or Drinfeld
counterparts, we describe "nite modular forms in terms of the (modular)
representation theory of the group GL(2,K).
Perhaps the most pleasant result is Theorem 9.5, where we construct an
&&Eichler}Shimura’’ isomorphism of the space of cusp forms with a certain
space of harmonic cochains. It may be seen as a &&"nite’’ analogue of Teitel-
baum’s isomorphism [8, Theorem 16] in the case of Drinfeld modular forms.
As a main application, we "nd in Corollary 9.7 the multiplicity of twisted
Steinberg representations in the kth symmetric power Symk(KM 2) of the tauto-
logical representation of GL(2,K).
0. NOTATIONS
K""nite "eld Fq with q elements, of characteristic p
KM "a "xed algebraic closure of K
K
m
"Fqm"sub"eld of KM of degree m over K
P1/K"projective line over K with K@-rational points P1(K@)
(K@ any extension of K)
)"P1(KM )!P1(K)"KM !K &&the upper half-plane’’ over K
!"GL(2,K) the &&modular group’’ that acts on P1 and )
through (a b
c d
) (z)"az‘b
cz‘d
B"the Borel subgroup of upper triangular matrices of !,
with unipotent radical ; of strictly triangular matrices
Z+KH the group of scalar matrices in !.
If the group G acts on the set X and x3X, we denote by G
x
, Gx, and GCX
the stabilizer of x in G, the orbit of x, and the space of all orbits, respectively.
1. LATTICES AND GOSS POLYNOMIALS
Most of the statements collected in this section are well known. Missing
proofs can be found, e.g., in [1, 4, Chap. 1].
A lattice in KM is a K-subspace " of "nite dimension. With ", we associate
the polynomial
e" (X)"X<@
j|"
(1!X/j),(1.1)
where <@ denotes the product over the non-vanishing elements of ". We do
not distinguish between e" (X) and the map on KM it induces. It is additive and
FINITE MODULAR FORMS 555even Fq-linear and thus has the form
e" (X)" +
0yiyr
a
i
Xqi,(1.2)
where r"dim ", a
0
"1, a
r
O0, and the a
i
"a
i
(") depend on ". They are
homogeneous of weight qi!1 in ":
a
i
(c")"c1~qia
i
("), c3KM H.(1.3)
(1.4) Consider the K-algebra of all polynomials + a
i
Xqi with coe$cients
a
i
3KM , where the product ( f 3 g)(X) of two such polynomials is de"ned by
f (g (X)). Writing qi for Xqi, it may and will be identi"ed with the non-
commutative polynomial ring KM MqN with commutator rule q 3 c"cq 3 q for
constants c3KM . Note that its identity is q0"X. Write KM MMqNN for the &&formal
power series’’ in q, and let
log"(X)" +
iz0
b
i
Xqi(1.5)
be the inverse of e" with respect to && 3 ,’’ which exists in KM MMqNN. We have for
k51, +
i‘j/k
a
i
bqi
j
"0"+
i‘j/k
aqj
i
b
j
, in particular,
b
k
"! +
j:k
a
k~j
bqk~j
j
.
Moreover (see, e.g., [1, 2.8, 2.9]),
b
k
"!E
q
k~1
("),
where
E
l
(")"+@
j|"
j~l(1.6)
is the Eisenstein series of weight l for ". (We use the convention E
0
(")"!1,
which "ts with the preceding and following formulas.) For " as above, write
t"t""1/e" . Taking logarithmic derivatives in (1.1), we "nd
t" (z)"+
j|"
1
z!j .(1.7)
The following basic observation is due to Goss [3, Chap. VI]).
556 ERNST-ULRICH GEKELER1.8. PROPOSITION. There exists a series G
k
"G
k,"(X) of polynomials with
coezcients in the xeld K(") generated by " such that
+
j|"
1
(z!j)k"Gk(t"(z)).
=e have
(i) G
k
is monic of degree k;
(ii) G
k
(0)"0;
(iii) G
k
(X)"Xk if k4q;
(iv) G
p
k"(G
k
)p (p"char(K)), and, putting G
k
"0 for k40,
(v) G
k
(X)"X(G
k~1
#a
1
G
k~q
#2#a
i
G
k~qi
#2) (k52).
Further, if k"qj!1 then
(vi) G
k
(X)"+
0yi:j
b
i
Xqj~qi.
(For a proof, see [1, Sect. 3].)
The next two examples are crucial for modular forms.
1.9. EXAMPLE. Consider ""K itself and omit subscripts ". Then
e(X)"X!Xq, log (X)"+
iz0
Xqi; hence
G
q
j~1
(X)"Xqj~1#Xqj~q#2#Xqj~qj~1.
A quick calculation yields more generally
G
k
(X)" +
0yiy(k~1)@q
(!1)i(k~1~i(q~1)
i
)Xk~i(q~1).
(1.10) Let us determine, for arbitrary ", the expansion of z/e"(z) as a formal
power series in z. By (1.7),
z
e" (z)
" +
j|"
z
z!j"1!+
@
j
z/j
1!z/j"1!+
@
j A +kz1 j
~kB zk
"1! +
kz1
E
k
(")zk.
1.11. EXAMPLE. Let " have dimension two. Up to scaling, we may assume
that " is the K-span Su, 1T of u and 1, where u3KM !K"). The function
e" can be written
e" (z)"z!g (u)zq!* (u)zq
2,
FINITE MODULAR FORMS 557where *(u)O0 for each u. Using (1.5) and (1.6), we "nd
g(u)"!E
q~1
(u), *(u)"!E
q
2~1
(u)!Eq‘1
q~1
(u) with
E
k
(u)"E
k
(Su, 1T)" +@
a,b|K
1
(au#b)k ,
the kth Eisenstein series, considered as a function in u.
Conversely, (1.10) yields the recursion
E
k~1
"gE
k~q
#*E
k~q2
,
valid for k’1, which allows us to express the E
k
as polynomials in g and *.
The functions E
k
, g, * are prototypes of "nite modular forms.
(1.12) Next, suppose that " is a lattice of dimension r, contained in K
l
,
r4l. Let "H be the lattice e" (Kl ), of dimension l!r. The two polynomials
e
Kl
and e"H 3 e" have the same degrees, kernels, and linear terms, and there-
fore agree, i.e., 1!ql"e"H 3 e" . In KM MMqNN we have
e"H"(1!ql ) 3 log",log",! +
0yi:l
E
q
i~1
(") qi
modulo the ideal (ql) generated by ql. In view of degq (e"H)"dim "H"l!r,
we "nd
E
q
i~1
(") vanishes for l!r(i(l.(1.13)
Applying this to the situation of Example 1.11, i.e., r"2 and the functions
E
k
(u)"E
k
(Su, 1T), yields the following result.
1.14. PROPOSITION. E
q
i~1
(u) vanishes on the subset K
i‘1
!K of ).
2. MODULAR FORMS
(2.1) The orbits of ! on P1(KM )"P1(K)X) are described as follows:
f P1(K) forms one orbit, of length q#1; its elements are called the cusps
of );
f K
2
!K forms one orbit, of length q2!q; its elements are the elliptic
points;
f KM !K
2
splits into orbits of equal length (q2!1)q.
The stabilizer of x3P1(KM ) is isomorphic with B, with KH
2
, and with Z+KH,
respectively, according to whether x is a cusp, an elliptic point, or neither
a cusp nor elliptic.
558 ERNST-ULRICH GEKELER2.2. DEFINITION. Let k be a non-negative integer and m a class (mod
q!1). A modular form of weight k and type m is a function f : )PKM such
that
(i) f is a rational function in the coordinate z of P1 (without poles
on ));
(ii) f satis"es the functional equation
f A
az#b
cz#dB"
(cz#d)k
(det c)m
f (z) for c"(a b
c d
)3!;
(iii) f is regular at the cusp R.
We denote by M
k,m
the KM -vector space of forms of weight k and
type m.
2.3. Remarks. (i) Condition (i) is the substitute for the usual holomorphy
condition. Condition (iii) distinguishes the cusp R from the "nite cusps.
Modular forms according to the present de"nition arise naturally from
reducing Drinfeld modular forms over a rational function "eld K(„) at the
in"nite place „"R [2].
(ii) Applying the functional equation to scalar matrices, we see that
M
k,m
O0 implies k,2m(mod q!1).
(iii) Contrary to intuitive expectation, the di!erent spaces M
k,m
fail
to be linearly independent (see 2.4 (ii)). We therefore cannot form
a graded algebra of modular forms as a subring of the ring of functions
on ).
Some examples of modular forms are easily written down.
2.4. EXAMPLES. (i) The Eisenstein series
E
k
(z)" +@
a,b|K
1
(az#b)k
de"nes an element E
k
3M
k,0
, non-trivial i! k,(0 mod q!1) (see (3.1) for
E
k
O0).
(ii) As in (1.11), let ""Sz,1T be the lattice spanned by 1 and z3), and
put a
i
(z) :"a
i
(Sz, 1T), b
i
(z) :"b
i
(Sz, 1T). Then a
1
"!g, a
2
"!*, a
i
"0 for
i’2, b
i
"!E
q
i~1
, and a
i
, b
i
3M
q
i~1,0
. Here condition (2.2) (ii) is the
translation of (1.3); condition (iii) follows from its validity for Eisenstein
series. Note that e
Wz,1X
vanishes on 1, which yields the relation
1!g (z)!* (z)"0
FINITE MODULAR FORMS 559identically in z, i.e., a relation between modular forms of weights
0, q!1, q2!1.
(iii) t(z)"1/e
K
(z)"1/(z!zq) de"nes an element t of M
q‘1,1
. Here we
only have to verify condition (ii). Since its validity is stable under multiplica-
tions and ! is generated by B and w"(0 1
1 0
), it su$ces to check it for matrices
in B (for which it is obvious) and for w (which is a one-line calculation).
We next introduce expansions around the cusp R. From now on,
e(z)"z!zq and t(z)"1/e(z)"1/(z!zq)"+
a|K
(1/(z!a)) denote the func-
tions associated with the one-dimensional lattice ""K.
Note "rst that the sub"eld KM (z)U of ;-invariants of the rational function
"eld KM (z) equals KM (e)"KM (t). Since any modular form f is ;-invariant, i.e.,
f (z)"f (z#b) for b3K, it may be written f (z)"fI (t) with a rational function
fI .
2.5. LEMMA. In the above situation, fI is a polynomial in t.
Proof. Since f is regular at z"R, fI is regular at t"0, i.e., an element
of KM (t)WKM [[t]]. Any non-constant factor in the denominator of fI would give
rise to a pole of f on ). j
2.6. DEFINITION. For any modular form f, we call the polynomial fI the
t-expansion of f. (For obvious reasons, we cannot use &&q-expansion.’’) For
0Of3M
k,m
, we let l
z
( f ) be its order at z3), l
=
( f ) the vanishing order of
fI (t) at t"0, and d ( f ) the degree of fI . Clearly, l
z
(t) depends only on the
!-orbit of z.
The relations between the di!erent quantities are described in the next
result.
2.7. PROPOSITION. Let fO0 be a modular form of weight k and type m.
„hen
(i) +*
z|!C)
l
z
( f )#le ( f )
q#1#
l
=
( f )
q2!1"
d( f )
q2!1
(ii) +*
z|!C)
l
z
( f )#le ( f )
q#1#
l
=
( f )
q!1 "
k
q2!1 ,
where e3K
2
!K is a xxed elliptic point and the sums +H are over the
nonelliptic orbits.
Proof. Equation (i) multiplied by the degree q3!q of the rami"ed cover-
ing P1P!CP1 yields
(i@) +*
z|)
l
z
( f )#(q2!q) le ( f )#ql= ( f )"qd.
560 ERNST-ULRICH GEKELERSince the divisor of t as a function on P1 is q(R)!+
x &*/*5% #641
(x), the left
hand side of (i@) is the degree of the zero divisor of f, whereas the right hand
side is the degree of its pole divisor, which agree.
For the proof of (ii), we may assume that k,0 (mod q2!1), m"0,
replacing f by a power if necessary. Since t3M
q‘1,1
, the function F(z)"
f (z) t~k@(q‘1) on P1 is !-invariant. Moreover, the )-parts of the divisors of
f and F agree. Therefore,
+*
z|)
l
z
( f )#(q2!q) le ( f )"deg(div( f )D) )"deg(div(F)D) ).
Since F is invariant and holomorphic on ), the right hand side equals the
degree of the pole divisor of F on P1, which is
!(q#1) ord
z/=
F(z)"!(q#1) qAl= ( f )!
k
q#1B
"!(q#1)ql
=
( f )#qk.
Dividing by q3!q yields the result. j
2.8. COROLLARY. For 0Of3M
k,m
we have k!d( f )"q ) l
=
( f ). Further-
more, dim M
k,m
4[ k
q‘1
]#1.
Proof. The equality follows from comparing (i) and (ii) in the proposition,
the inequality from considering elements of M
k,m
as polynomials in t. j
We call an Eisenstein series E
k
special if the weight k has the form qi!1
for some i.
2.9. COROLLARY. Let E
k
(k"qi!1) be a special Eisenstein series. Then
E
k
(z)"0 if and only if z3K
i‘1
!K, and all these zeros are simple.
Proof. The vanishing of E
k
on K
i‘1
!K is (1.14). The fact that these
are the only zeros, and their simplicity, follows from (2.7) (ii). j
3. SOME t-EXPANSIONS
Let us "rst calculate the t-expansions of the Eisenstein series. Assume that
0(k,0 (mod q!1). Then +@
a|K
ak"+@ 1"!1 and
E
k
(z)" +@
a,b|K
1
(az#b)k"+
@
b
b~k# +
aO0
a~k +
b
1
(z#b/a)k"!1!Gk (t(z)),
(3.1)
FINITE MODULAR FORMS 561where G
k
is the kth Goss polynomial of the lattice K. We see from G
k
(0)"0
that l
=
(E
k
)"0. Suppose that k"qj!1. Then (1.9) yields
E
k
(z)"!A1# +
0yi:j
tqj~qiB"! +
0yiyj
tqj~qi.(3.2)
Using this, we can give a direct proof of Corollary 2.9. Viz., for z3),
t(z)"e(z)~1O0, and E
k
(z)"0Q+
0yiyj
tqj~qi"0 Q+
0yiyj
eqi(z)"0 Q
z!zqj‘1"0Q z3K
j‘1
.
Next, we consider the two modular forms g (z)"!a
1
(Sz, 1T) and
*(z)"!a
2
(Sz, 1T). By (1.5), (1.11), and (3.2),
g"!E
q~1
"1#tq~1" z!zq
2
zq!zq2
*"!E
q
2~1
!Eq‘1
q~1
"!tq~1"! 1
(z!zq)q~1 .
(3.3)
Two lattices ", "@ of dimension two are similar if "@"c )" for some c3KM H.
As usual, the mapping zCSz, 1T induces a canonical bijection of !C) with
the set L of similarity classes ["] of such lattices.
3.4. LEMMA. The map j :LPKM ; ["]C gq‘1(")/*(") is well-dexned and
bijective.
Proof. j is well-de"ned in view of the homogenity properties of g and *;
therefore only its injectivity needs to be checked. Suppose that gq‘1(")/
*(")"gq‘1("@)/*("@). Upon scaling " and "@, we may assume that
*(")"*("@)"1. Then g(") and g("@) di!er by a (q#1)st root of unity.
Scaling " further with (q2!1)th roots of unity e, we get *(e")"1,
g(e")"eq~1g("), and with an appropriate choice of e, g (e")"g ("@). But
g and * determine ""kernel of e"(z)"z!g (")zq!*(")zq
z, hence "@"e",
and we are done. j
Combining the above, we get a !-invariant map
j : )PKM ,
zC g(z)q‘1/*(z)
the modular invariant, which identi"es !C)"L with KM . Its t-expansion is
j (z)"!(1#tq~1)q‘1
tq~1
.(3.5)
562 ERNST-ULRICH GEKELERInserting t"1/(z!zq) and simplifying yields the following well-known de-
scription for the sub"eld of !-invariants of KM (z).
3.6. PROPOSITION. The subxeld of !-invariants of the rational function
xeld KM (z) is KM (z)!"KM ( j ), where j"!(z!zq2)q‘1/(z!zq)q2‘1 .
Note that this property descends from KM to K, i.e., for each subextension
KLK@LKM , K@(z)!"K@( j ) holds.
3.7. PROPOSITION. The modular invariant satisxes
(i) j (z)"0 Q z elliptic
(ii) j (z)"RQ z a cusp
(iii) j (K
3
!K)"M!1N
(iv) K( j(K
4
!K))"K
2
(v) K( j(K
n
!K))"K
n
if n55.
Proof. Parts (i) and (ii) are obvious; (iii) follows from *"!E
q
2~1
!
Eq‘1
q~1
since E
q
2~1
(K
3
!K)"M0N. If z3K
4
!K then j (z)q2"j (z). But
K
4
!K contains q#1 !-orbits, thus (iv). Similarly, if n55, K
n
!K con-
tains strictly more than qn~3 orbits, which implies (v). j
4. THE VECTOR SPACES Mk,m
In order to describe the spaces M
k,m
, we observe:
(4.1) Let f3M
k,m
have t-expansion +a
i
ti. If a
i
O0 then i,m (mod q!1).
In particular, d ( f ),v
=
( f ),m (mod q!1).
4.2. THEOREM. Let k be a non-negative integer with representative kH (mod
q2!1) (i.e., 04kH(q2!1, k,kH (mod q2!1)), and 04m(q!1 such
that k,2m (mod q!1). „hen
(i) M
k‘q‘1,m‘1
"tM
k,m
, mI!1 (mod q!1)
tM
k,m
=KM E
k‘q‘1
, m,!1 (mod q!1).
(ii) dim M
k
H,m
"0, kH(m(q#1)
1, otherwise, in which case gntm with n"k*~m(q‘1)
q~1
is a basis vector.
(iii) dim M
k,m
"[ k
q2~1
]#dim M
k
H,m
"[k~m(q‘1)
q2~1
]#1.
FINITE MODULAR FORMS 563(iv) The monomials gatb such that a, b50, a (q!1)#b (q#1)"k, b,m
(mod q!1) form a basis. Each f3M
k,m
may uniquely be written as an
isobaric polynomial F (g, t) of weight k in g and t.
Proof. If mI!1 (mod q!1), each f3M
k‘q‘1,m‘1
has a t-expansion
divisible by t. If m,!1, E
k‘q‘1
has a non-vanishing constant term in t, thus
(i) in both cases. Let 0Of3M
k
H,m
. Then from (2.7)(ii), (q!1)le( f )#
(q#1)l
=
( f )"kH, and from (4.1), v
=
( f )"m. Therefore, kH!m(q#1)"
(q!1)le ( f )50 and, again from (2.7)(ii), f/tm"const. gle (f). Conversely, if
kH!m (q#1)’0, then gntm3M
k
H,m
. As to (iii), it follows from (q!1) times
applying (i). Assertion (iv) results, e.g., from induction on k. j
4.3. COROLLARY. The following three xltrations Fi on M
k,m
agree:
(a) FiM
k,m
"M f3M
k,m
Dv
=
( f )5i (q!1)N
(b) FiM
k,m
"M f3M
k,m
Dd( f )4k!i (q2!q)N
(c) FiM
k,m
"SgatbDb5i(q!1)T.
Proof. This is a restatement of (iv) above, together with the equality of
(2.8). j
4.4. COROLLARY. Let P
m
(u)"+
kz0
dim (M
k,m
) uk be the PoincareH function
that encodes dim M
k,m
, where 04m(q!1. „hen
P
m
(u)" um(q‘1)
(1!uq~1) (1!uq2~1) .
Proof. Immediate from (4.2) (iii). j
4.5. COROLLARY. With hypotheses as in (4.2),
dim F1M
k‘2,m‘1
"dim M
k,m
, kIm (q#1) (mod q2!1)
dim M
k,m
!1, k,m (q#1) (mod q2!1),
and thus
+
kz0
dim (F1M
k‘2,m‘1
) uk"uq~1P
m
(u).
Proof. In the "rst case, each of the basis vectors gatb of M
k,m
contains at
least one factor g. Replacing it with t yields the basis Mga~1tb‘1N of
F1M
k‘2.m‘1
. In the second case, the argument is similar, but we have to omit
the basis vector tk@q‘1. The last equation follows from P
m
(u)!um(q‘1)/
(1!uq2~1)"uq~1P
m
(u). j
564 ERNST-ULRICH GEKELER5. THE DERIVATIVE L
Similar to the classical case, we construct new modular forms from given
ones through derivation. First note that
dt
dz
" d
dz
1
e(z)
"! 1
e (z)2
"!t2, (5.1)
since e@(z)"1. Therefore, d/dz"!t2 d/dt and
*@
*
"t"!t@
t
, (5.2)
where ( )@ denotes d/dz( ). As in [1, 2], we get through a straightforward
calculation:
5.3. PROPOSITION. (i) For f3M
k,m
put Lf"L
k
f"f @#k (*@/*) f. „hen
Lf3M
k‘2,m‘1
.
(ii) For i"1, 2 let f
i
3M
ki ,mi
. „hen L
k1‘k2
( f
1
f
2
)"L
k1
( f
1
) f
2
#
f
1
L
k2
( f
2
).
For example, Lg"!t, Lt"0, and therefore L(gatb)"!aga~1tb‘1. More
generally, if f3M
k,m
is written as F (g, t) with an isobaric polynomial F(X,>)
of weight k then
Lf"!LF
LX
(g, t) t.(5.4)
If thus g
k
"!E
q
k~1
denotes the normalized (g
k
(R)"1) special Eisenstein
series and h
k
"Lg
k
its &&derivative,’’ (3.2) and (5.1) yield
h
k
"!t +
1yiyk
tqk~qi"!tgq
k~1
.(5.5)
Hence the zeros of h
k
are precisely the points of K
k
!K, and they all have
order q.
6. GENERATING POLYNOMIALS FOR EISENSTEIN SERIES
Since E
k
3M
k,0
and *"!tq~1, there exists an isobaric polynomial
r
k
(X,>) of weight k (i.e., a polynomial in X and > all of whose terms have
FINITE MODULAR FORMS 565equal weight k; here wt(X)"q!1, wt(>)"q2!1) such that !E
k
"
r
k
(g, *). We calculate r
k
.
Let " be the two-dimensional lattice Sz, 1T. The formal identity
X" X
e"(X)
) e" (X)"(! +
iz0
E
i
(")Xi) (X!g (")Xq!*(")Xq2 )
gives the recursion for k’1,
E
k~1
"gE
k~q
#*E
k~q2
,(6.1)
where all the terms depend on ", i.e., on z, E
0
"!1, and E
k
"0 if k(0. In
terms of the r
k
,
r
k
"Xr
k~(q~1)
#>r
k~(q2~1)
.
As E
k
"0 for kI0 (mod q!1), we need only consider r
k
with k divisible by
q!1. Put
o
k
(Z)"r
k(q~1)
(X,>)/Xk,(6.2)
a polynomial in Z :">/Xq‘1 that satis"es
o
k
"o
k~1
#Zo
k~(q‘1)
(k51, o
0
"1, o
k
"0 if k(0).
By construction,
!E
k(q~1)
"gko
k A
*
gq‘1B"gkok ( j~1)
and
o
k
(x)"0Q x"j (z)~1
with a non-elliptic zero z of E
k(q~1)
. An easy calculation shows that more
precisely
l
z
(E
k(q~1)
)"ord
x
o
k
(6.3)
for z non-elliptic, x"j (z)~1. About the vanishing of E
k
at elliptic points, we
have:
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k
vanishes at an elliptic point e if and only if kI0
(mod q2!1).
Proof. Let k be divisible by q2!1. Then E
k
(e)"+@
a|K2
a~k"!1. Con-
versely, if E
k
(e)O0, the functional equation of E
k
, applied to some non-scalar
(a b
c d
)3!e , yields (ce#d)k"1. Therefore, e@k"1 for each element e@ of K2 , and
so k,0 (mod q2!1). j
Some properties of the o
k
are summarized in the next result.
6.5. PROPOSITION. (i) o
k
(Z)"+
0yiy*k@q‘1+
(k~qi
i
)Zi
(ii) o
pk
"(o
k
)p
(iii) dego
k
"(k!le (Ek(q~1) ))/(q#1).
Proof. Part (i) may be shown e.g. by induction on k, (ii) re#ects
E
pk
"(E
k
)p, and (iii) comes from (6.3), counting zeros of E
k(q~1)
. j
The polynomials o
k
also enjoy the following mysterious property, which
seems to be di$cult to prove without their relationship to Eisenstein series.
6.6. PROPOSITION. Let k"(qi!1)/(q!1). Then o
k
(Z) is separable with
splitting ,eld K if i"1 or 2, K
2
if i"3, and K
i‘1
if i54.
Proof. Use (2.9)#(3.7), combined with (6.3). j
6.7. Remark. Knowledge of the zeros of our present Eisenstein series
allows us, through reduction, to locate the zeros of certain distinguished
Drinfeld modular forms; see [2]. In contrast with the case of special Eisen-
stein series described by the proposition, the zeros of non-special Eisenstein
series behave in a rather unpredictable way. Neither are they simple (e.g.,
E
2(q2~1)
"!(E
q
2~1
)2 independently of q), nor can we prescribe the "eld they
generate. If, for example, q"2, the splitting "eld of o
k
is K
8
, K
10
, K
14
for
k"25, 35, 45, respectively. Also, le (Ek(q~1) ) can be strictly larger than
k!(q#1)[k/q#1], e.g., for q"2, k"11, le(E11 )"5.
7. HOMOGENEOUS DESCRIPTION OF Mk,m
In this section, we identify M
k,m
in terms of homogeneous polynomials.
(7.1) We consider "nite-dimensional KM [!]-modules C, for which C\"
Hom(C,KM ) denotes the contragredient module, C(m)"Mx3C D cx"
(det c)mxN, and C(m)"C?(det)m, the module C with the action twisted by the
mth power of the determinant character. Note that C\ is a right !-module
under f 3 c or a left !-module under c f"f 3 c~1 if ! acts from the left on
C (c3!, f3G\).
(7.2) Let <"KM 2 be the two-dimensional vector space over KM with stan-
dard basis Me
1
, e
2
N, Sym(<)"=
kz0
Symk (<) its symmetric algebra, provided
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c d
) e
1
"ae
1
#be
2
, (a b
c d
) e
2
"ce
1
#de
2
), and put
for brevity S
k
"Symk(<)\, S
~k
"S\
k
"Symk(<) (k50). We regard S
k
as
the space of forms of degree k in the coordinates x and y of <.
7.3. LEMMA. Let g3S
q‘1
be the form g (x, y)"xyq!xqy. „hen g3S(1)
q‘1
,
and as a form on P1, it has its zeros at P1(K), all simple.
Proof. The second assertion is obvious. As for the "rst, it su$ces (see
(2.4)(iii)) to verify g 3 c"(det c)g for c3B or c"(0 11 0). j
Let f3M
k,m
be a modular form for !, and consider
f H(x, y)"y~kf (x/y).
Note that we may insert x/y into the rational function f. The condition
f3M
k,m
translates to f H 3 c"(det c)~mf H for c3!. Now since f has no poles
on ), we must have
f H"F/gn(7.4)
for some n, where F3S(n~m)
n(q‘1)~k
. Using de l’Ho( pital’s rule, the condition
f (R)OR gives deg
x
F (x, y)4qn.
7.5. LEMMA. Suppose that n is minimal subject to (7.4). „hen n"d( f ). In
particular, n4k.
Proof. Let f have t-expansion + a
i
ti (04i4d, a
d
O0). Calculation yields
f H(x, y)"g~dy~k +
0yiyd
a
i
y(q‘1)igd~i,
thus n"d. j
Hence, suppressing the minimality condition, each f H can be uniquely
written as F/gk, where F(x, y)3S(k~m)
kq
"S(m)
kq
(since k,2m (mod q!1) if
0Of3M
k,m
).
Next, we let ‚
k
be the space of rational functions on P1(KM ) that have
their poles at K6P1(K), all of order less than or equal to k, and ‚@
k
the
subspace of functions that vanish at R and have poles of order strictly less
than k. Obviously,
dim ‚
k
"kq#1, dim ‚@
k
"(k!1)q.(7.6)
568 ERNST-ULRICH GEKELER7.7. PROPOSITION. (i) ‚
k
is a right !-module under
f
*c+ :"f*c+k (z)"(cz#d)~k f (cz) (c"(a bc d)3!);
(ii) ‚@
k
is a !-submodule of ‚
k
;
(iii) The left !-module attached to ‚
k
(cf :"f
*c~1+ ) is isomorphic with
S
kq
under i
k
: f CF, F(x, y)"g(x, y)ky~k f (x/y).
Proof. Parts (i) and (ii) are obvious or result from a straightforward
calculation. The map i
k
is a well-de"ned bijection from ‚
k
to S
kq
, and
i
k
( f
*c+)"F 3 c, thus (iii). j
7.8. COROLLARY. M
k,m
"‚(m)
k
.
Proof. M
k,m
is contained in ‚
k
since by (2.8), each f3M
k,m
has degree
d( f )4k in t(z)"1/(z!zq). It is now clear that as a subspace of ‚
k
, it agrees
with ‚(m)
k
. j
7.9. THEOREM. (i) The restriction of i
k
to M
k,m
identixes M
k,m
with S(m)
kq
.
(ii) Under i
k
, the ,ltration Fi of (4.3) on M
k,m
is mapped to the xltration on
S(m)
kq
dexned through divisibility by powers of g.
(iii) The diagram
M
k1 ,m1
]M
k2,m2
&"M
k1‘k2,m1‘m2B B
S(m1)
k1q
]S(m2 )
k2q
&"S(m1‘m2 )
(k1‘k2 )q
is commutative, where horizontal maps are multiplications and vertical maps are
the di+erent maps iH .
(iv) For f3M
k,m
, the identity i
k‘2
(Lf )"(g2/y) (L/Lx) i
k
( f ) holds. Hence
L corresponds to the diwerential operator (g2/y) (L/Lx ) on =
kz0
S
kq
.
Proof. For kI2m (mod q!1), both M
k,m
and S(m)
kq
are zero. For k,2m,
items (i) and (ii) follow from (7.5), (7.7), and (7.8), as is easily seen. Item (iii) is
immediate from the de"nition of i
k
, and (iv) results from a straightforward
calculation. j
In view of the theorem, we are entitled to identify M
k,m
with S(m)
kq
through i
k
.
In contrast with the various M
k,m
, the S(m)
kq
are linearly independent, and we
can form S"=
k,m
S(m)
kq
, which we regard as an analogue for the classical
algebra of modular forms. Note that S is the algebra of semi-invariants (i.e., of
invariants under SL(2,K)) of =
kz0, k,0 (.0$ q)
S
k
6Sym(<\). Such rings of
invariants are described through Dickson invariants (see [6, Chap. VIII; 10]),
to which our functions are closely related.
FINITE MODULAR FORMS 5697.10. EXAMPLE. We list the elements F3S(m)
kq
to which some standard
modular forms f correspond.
f t * g g
k
h
k
"Lg
k
F gq !gq(q~1) xyq2!xq2y
g
xyqk‘1!xqk‘1y
g
xqk‘1yq!xqyqk‘1
Here the "rst two are obvious; the assertion about g and g
k
follows from (2.9)
and g
k
(R)"1, the last one from calculation.
8. THE REPRESENTATIONS St(m)
In order to describe the relations with modular representation theory of !,
we recall some known facts, proofs of which may be found in [7]; see also [9].
Our notation will not distinguish between representations and the spaces on
which ! acts. We are especially interested in the so-called Steinberg repres-
entation St"S
q~1
, which is characterized as follows.
8.1. PROPOSITION. St is equivalent with the canonical representation of !
on the space C
0
(P1(K), KM ) of KM -valued functions u on P1(K) that satisfy
+
x|P
1(K)u(x)"0. It is projective, simple, and self-dual. If 1B (resp. 1! ) denotes
the respective trivial one-dimensional representation, the induced representation
Ind!
B
(1
B
) splits as St=1! .
Here the "rst assertion results from the fact that each function on K"Fq is
induced by a unique polynomial of degree 4q!1. The occurrence of St on
Ind!
B
(1
B
) now comes from the isomorphy of the two !-spaces P1(K) and !/B.
This also shows the projectivity and self-duality of St.
We want to determine the number
a
k
(m)"multiplicity of St(m) :"St? (det)m(8.2)
in a composition series of the !-module Symk (<).
That number has been calculated in [5], see also [8], provided that
m"0. (In fact, Kuhn and Mitchell found the multiplicity of the Steinberg
representation of GL(r,K) in Symk(KM r) for any r52.) We will use
an idea similar to Teitelbaum’s to also cover the twisted representations
St(m).
570 ERNST-ULRICH GEKELERWe have St\"St and, more generally, St (m)\"St(!m). Now, as St (m)
is still simple and projective,
a
k
(m)"dim Hom! (St (m),S~k )"dim Hom(St(m),S~k)!
(dimension of invariants under the canonical left action
cu :"c(u 3 c~1) of ! on Hom(St (m),S~k))
"dim Hom(St,S
~k
)(~m)"dim C(~m)
k
,
(8.3)
where C
k
:"C
0
(P1(K), S
~k
) is the KM -space of functions
u: P1(K)PS
~k
that satisfy +
x|P
1(K)
u (x)"0.
Here the left !-action on C
k
is
(cu)(s)(F)"u (c~1s)(F 3 c)(8.4)
for c3!, s3P1(K), F3S
k
.
9. THE RESIDUE MAP
We de"ne a map res"res
k
from ‚
k
to C
k~2
(k52) as
(res f )(s) (xiyk~2~i) :"res
s
zi f (z) dz.(9.1)
Here Mxiyk~2~i D 04i4k!2N is the canonical basis for S
k~2
, z the coordi-
nate in P1(KM ), and the right hand side is the residue in s3P1(K) of the
di!erential zif (z) dz.
9.2. LEMMA. With the left !-actions on ‚
k
and C
k~2
described by (7.7) and
(8.4), we have
res (cf )"(det c) c(res( f ))
for c3!.
Proof. Let c"(a b
c d
)3!. It su$ces to verify that both sides evaluate equally
on the basis elements of S
k~2
. Now
res(cf )"res( f
*c~1+ )"res AA
(!cz#a)
c B
~k
f (c~1z)B ,
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res(cf ) (s)(xiyk~2~i)"res
s AA
!cz#a
c B
~k
zif (c~1z) dzB
"resc~1s AA
!ccz#a
det c B
~k
(cz)i f (z) dczB (invariance of the residue)
"resc~1sA(cz#d)k A
az#b
cz#dB
i
f (z)
det c
(cz#d)2 dzB
"(det c)resc~1s ((az#b)i(cz#d)k~2~i f (z)dz)
"(det c)(res f )(c~1s)(xiyk~2~i 3 c)
"(det c)(c res f )(s)(xiyk~2~i). j
9.3. COROLLARY. res
k
: ‚
k
PC
k~2
(1) is a !-morphism.
The kernel R
k
of res
k
is easy to "nd. In view of the residue theorem,
+
s|P
1(K)
res
s
f (z) dz"0 for any f3‚
k
,
it is the set of those f3‚
k
such that res
s
p (z) f (z) dz"0 for all s3K and all
polynomials p (z)3KM [z] of degree 4k!2, and is freely generated by the
linearly independent functions (z!s)~k(s3K) and the constants in ‚
k
.
Therefore, dim R
k
"q#1, and the sequence of !-modules
0PR
k
P‚
k
3%4k&&" C
k~2
(1)P0 (9.4)
is exact, for dim ‚
k
"kq#1, dim C
k~2
"(k!1) q. Moreover, since
obviously ‚@
k
WR
k
"0, (9.4) splits and res
k
restricted to ‚@
k
yields a !-
isomorphism of ‚@
k
with C
k~2
(1). Now
‚@(m)
k
"M f3M
k,m
D f has poles of order(k at finite cuspsN
"F1M
k,m
"Mcusp forms in M
k,m
N (see(4.3)),
and we have proved the following main result.
9.5. THEOREM. Let k52. „he residue map res
k
identixes the space F1M
k,m
of cusp forms of weight k and type m with C(m)
k~2
(1)"C(m~1)
k~2
"
C
0
(P1(K), S
2~k
)(m~1).
572 ERNST-ULRICH GEKELERTogether with (8.3) we get:
9.6. COROLLARY. The multiplicity a
k
(!m) of St (!m) in Symk(<), where
k50, equals the dimension dim F1M
k‘2,m‘1
of the space of cusp forms in
M
k‘2,m‘1
.
Now the dimension in question has been determined in Corollary 4.5. We
"nally "nd the following formula for the PoincareH function.
9.7. COROLLARY. Let m be the representative with 04m(q!1. Then
+
kz0
a
k
(!m) uk" um (q‘1)‘q~1
(1!uq~1)(1!uq2~1) .
Remark. Since R
k
contains the constants, on which BL! acts through
the character s
k
: (a b
c d
)C d~k, R
k
is the induced representation Ind!
B
(s
k
). We
have R(m)
k
O0 if and only if k,m,0 (mod q!1), in which case
R(m)
k
"R!
k
"KM E
k
is the one-dimensional space spanned by the Eisenstein
series E
k
of weight k. The splitting ‚
k
"R
k
=‚@
k
of !-modules, along with its
interpretation through modular forms, may be viewed as a simple but not
trivial analogue of the splitting (familiar from classical modular forms) of the
SL(2, R)-module ‚2(SL(2, Z)CSL(2, R)) into (essentially) &&Eisenstein series’’
and &&cusp forms.’’
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